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�� Interaction between convective flows and magnetic field in Interaction between convective flows and magnetic field in 
an electrically wellan electrically well--conducting fluidconducting fluid

�� High Reynolds numbers: nonlinear dynamics, structure and High Reynolds numbers: nonlinear dynamics, structure and 
pattern formationpattern formation

�� Key processesKey processes

What is magnetoWhat is magneto--convection?convection?

Generation of Generation of magneticmagnetic fieldsfields: : selfself--excitedexcited dynamodynamo

(Re)(Re)distributiondistribution of of magneticmagnetic fluxflux

DynamicsDynamics: : waveswaves, , instabilitiesinstabilities

EnergeticsEnergetics: : interferenceinterference withwith convectiveconvective energyenergy transporttransport,      ,      

nonnon--thermal thermal heatingheating
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MagnetoMagneto--convection in the photosphere convection in the photosphere 

We simulate
surface layers

Regimes of   Regimes of   
magnetomagneto--convection convection 
in the photosphere in the photosphere 

�� <B> increases: <B> increases: 
quiet Sun quiet Sun →→ plageplage →→ umbraumbra

�� horizontal scale of horizontal scale of 
convection decreasesconvection decreases

�� convective energy transport convective energy transport 
decreasesdecreases

G-band image:        KIS/VTT, Obs. del Teide, Tenerife
&     M. Sailer, Univ. Obs. Göttingen

sunspot umbrasunspot umbra

plageplage

‘quiet’ sun‘quiet’ sun
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Thermal convection

• Schwarzschild/Ledoux criterion for onset of convection:

µ
δ
ϕ ∇+∇>∇ ad with

pd
Td

ln
ln=∇

• In diffusive systems, the Rayleigh number 
must exceed a critical value

critRaRa > with
κν

adRa ∇−∇∝

µρϕ ln/ln ∂∂=
Tln/ln ∂−∂= ρδ

µ : mean molecular weight

κ: thermal diffusivity

ν: kinematic viscosity

Thermal convection in the photosphere

• cooling layer around visible surface

superadiabatic T-gradient at τ=1

Temperature
drop due to 

radiative
cooling

• radiative cooling drives strong downflows
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Effects of magnetic fields

Convection         Magneto-Convection

• flux expulsion: Lorentz force suppresses  
motions in strong fields

• convective field amplification: radiative cooling

partial evacuation

superequipartition fields

�� What is magnetoWhat is magneto--convection?convection?

�� The simulation codeThe simulation code

�� Simulation of Simulation of photosphericphotospheric

magnetomagneto--convection      convection      

�� Outlook Outlook 
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Realistic solar simulations:Realistic solar simulations:
what is required ?what is required ?

�� 3D3D
�� full compressibilityfull compressibility
�� partial ionizationpartial ionization

�� nonnon--local, nonlocal, non--grey grey radiativeradiative transfertransfer
�� open boundariesopen boundaries

�� sufficiently big box (covering the relevant spatial scales)sufficiently big box (covering the relevant spatial scales)

�� and:and: extensive diagnostic tools to compare with observations extensive diagnostic tools to compare with observations 
(continuum & spectral line & polarization diagnostics, (continuum & spectral line & polarization diagnostics, 
tracer particles,  etc.) tracer particles,  etc.) 

TheThe MPAeMPAe//UofCUofC RadiationRadiation MHD (MURAM)MHD (MURAM) CodeCode

�� 3D 3D compressiblecompressible MHDMHD
�� cartesiancartesian gridgrid
�� 4th order 4th order centeredcentered spatialspatial differencedifference schemescheme
�� explicitexplicit time time steppingstepping: 4th order Runge: 4th order Runge--KuttaKutta
�� MPI MPI parallelizedparallelized ((domaindomain decompositiondecomposition))

�� radiativeradiative transfertransfer: : shortshort characteristics                               characteristics                               
nonnon--greygrey ((opacityopacity binningbinning), LTE), LTE

�� partial partial ionisationionisation (11 (11 speciesspecies))
�� HyperdiffusivitiesHyperdiffusivities forfor stabilizationstabilization
�� openopen lowerlower boundaryboundary conditioncondition

Basis CodeBasis Code (Univ. of Chicago) (Univ. of Chicago) 

ExtensionsExtensions forfor solar solar applicationsapplications ((MPAeMPAe))
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EnergyEnergy equationequation

MomentumMomentum equationequation

ContinuityContinuity equationequation

InductionInduction equationequation

TheThe MHD MHD EquationsEquations

)( ννν
ν ρκ SI
ds
dI −−=

νκπρ ννν dSJQrad )(4 −=⋅−∇= ∫ F

RadiativeRadiative Transfer Transfer Equation Equation 

NonNon--greygrey treatmenttreatment of of radiativeradiative transfertransfer

�� frequenciesfrequencies areare groupedgrouped intointo frequencyfrequency binsbins accordingaccording to to thethe heightheight in in 
thethe atmosphereatmosphere wherewhere ττττττττνννννννν = 1= 1 isis reached reached 

MultigroupMultigroup methodmethod: : 
(Nordlund 1982, Ludwig 1992, Vögler et al. 2003)

� transfer equation is solved 
for each bin ν separately:

)( ννν
ν ρκ SI
ds
dI −−=

-> calculation of • bin-averaged opacities
•• bin-integrated  source function
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�� NonNon--greygrey tretreatmentatment necessarynecessary forfor accurateaccurate
radiativeradiative heatingheating ratesrates: : 

2D 2D magneticmagnetic fluxflux--sheetsheet modelmodel

heightheightTTinin < < TTexex

ρρinin < < ρρexex

BB22/8/8ππ == ppexex--ppinin

�� NonNon--greygrey tretreatmentatment necessarynecessary forfor accurateaccurate
radiativeradiative heatingheating ratesrates: : 

2D 2D magneticmagnetic fluxflux--sheetsheet modelmodel

➔➔ GreyGrey RT RT cancan leadlead to to qualitativelyqualitatively incorrectincorrect heatingheating ratesrates
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�� EffectEffect of lineof line--opacitiesopacities on on directionaldirectional heatingheating//coolingcooling::

greygrey casecase nonnon--greygrey casecase

�� What is magnetoWhat is magneto--convection?convection?

�� The simulation codeThe simulation code

�� Simulations of Simulations of photospheric photospheric 

magnetomagneto--convection convection 

�� Outlook Outlook 

OutlineOutline
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Simulation of a solar plage Simulation of a solar plage regionregion

�� start start convectionconvection withoutwithout magneticmagnetic fieldfield

�� initiallyinitially verticalvertical magneticmagnetic fieldfield introducedintroduced afterafter convectionconvection
has has becomebecome quasiquasi--stationarystationary

�� initialinitial fieldfield strengthstrength:  :  BB00= 200 G = 200 G 

BB00

Grid Resolution:Grid Resolution:

288 x 288 x 100288 x 288 x 100
6 Mm6 Mm

6 Mm6 Mm
1.4 Mm1.4 Mm

600 km600 km

800 km800 km
ττ=1=1

BBzz

strongstrong fieldsfields
coloredcolored

IICC

vvzz

6000 km6000 km1τ = Plage run
BB00 = 200 G= 200 G

BBzz

B >B > 500500 …… 1000  1000  …… 15001500 GG
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BBzz

TT IICC

vvzzBBzz

TT IICC

vvzz

horizontal horizontal cuts cuts nearnear surfacesurface levellevel

BBzz

TT IICC

vvzzBBzz

TT IICC

vvzz

horizontal horizontal cuts cuts nearnear surfacesurface levellevel
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Plage run

v vs. Bz

B vs. inclin.(B)

•• strongstrong fieldsfields inhibitinhibit motionsmotions

•• downflowsdownflows preferredpreferred in   in   
regionsregions of of strongstrong field field 

•• strongstrong fieldsfields areare verticalvertical

•• weakweak fieldsfields: : orientation      orientation      
moremore evenlyevenly distributeddistributed

1τ =
StatisticalStatistical propertiesproperties in a in a 

layerlayer aroundaround

RelationRelation between fluxbetween flux concentrations concentrations 
and and continuumcontinuum intensityintensity

Continuum intensity:Continuum intensity:
I >I > 1.0 1.0 …… 1.21.2 <I><I>

Field strength:Field strength:
B >B > 500 500 …… 1000 1000 … … 1500 1500 … … 17001700 GG

PlagePlage runrun
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PlagePlage runrun

ProbabilitProbability distribution of field strength aty distribution of field strength at 1τ =

brightbright
featuresfeatures

darkdark
featuresfeatures

Vertical cut through a Vertical cut through a 
sheetsheet--like structurelike structure

•• partial evacuation    partial evacuation    
➜➜ depression of surface level depression of surface level 

•• lateral heating from hot wallslateral heating from hot walls

Brightness enhancement Brightness enhancement 
of small structuresof small structures

Radiation Flux & TemperatureRadiation Flux & Temperature

IIcc

BBzz
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TemperatureTemperatureField StrengthField Strength

Vertical cut through a Vertical cut through a microporemicropore

II

BBzz

Emergent IntensityEmergent Intensity

CanopyCanopy structurestructure in in thethe upperupper photospherephotosphere

yellow: magnetic field lines
grey:    surface of optical depth unity

(visible “solar surface”) 
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Upper photosphere:Upper photosphere:
Strong horizontal flows inside field Strong horizontal flows inside field 

concentrationsconcentrations

magnetic fieldmagnetic field temperaturetemperature

z = 100 kmz = 100 km z = 540 kmz = 540 km

Magnetic field & horizontal velocitiesMagnetic field & horizontal velocities

VorticalVortical flow inside magnetic flow inside magnetic 
field concentrationfield concentration

Net circulation of converging Net circulation of converging 
granular flows around granular flows around 

magnetic element magnetic element 
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PlagePlage runrun

600 km600 km

300 km300 km

0 km0 km

--300 km300 km Vertical structure of magnetic flux Vertical structure of magnetic flux 
concentrationsconcentrations

depthdepth

B0=10 G
50 G

200 G
800 G

From weak to strong fields:  Intensity and vertical field
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10 G10 G 50 G50 G

200 G200 G 800 G800 G

Probability distribution  of  field strength

Grid resolutionGrid resolution
288 x 288288 x 288
576 x 576576 x 576

10 G10 G 50 G50 G

200 G200 G 800 G800 G

Distribution of magnetic flux
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10 G10 G 50 G50 G

200 G200 G 800 G800 G

Distribution of magnetic energy

Convection in a strong field: B0 = 800 G

vertical magnetic field intensity

� reduction of horizontal length scales

� isolated bright upflows   ( ➙ umbral dots ?? )
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Convection in a strong field: B0 = 800 G

Bz  vs  |v|*sgn(vz) Intensity  vs  |B|

� strong upflows in weak field regions

� high intensity contrast (22-25 %) due to bright upflows

Bz  vs  vhor

� horizontal motions strongly suppressed

Convection in a bipolar region:
decay of magnetic flux

vertical magnetic field

+200 G

weak fields

-200 G

0 G
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Convection in a bipolar region:
decay of surface flux
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Exponential decay:
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Convection in a bipolar region:
decay of magnetic energy

sec650001 ≈τ

sec300011 ≈τ

)/exp( τtEMAG −∝

• The energy decays at the   
same rate as the flux:

•The decay rates are consistent 
with an effective „turbulent“ 
diffusivity: 

xyx kkk 222
1101 )(2.2 +≈≈ττ
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Convection in a bipolar region:
Distribution of magnetic energy

energy distribution
for successive times

normalized distributions

• Distribution of magnetic energy is time-independent
• About 30% of the energy stored in weak fields

time = 0 ... 100 min

�� Larger domains  Larger domains  mesomeso//supergranulationsupergranulation

((→→ S. S. ShelyagShelyag))

What else, what next ... ?What else, what next ... ?

�� Extended height range:   Extended height range:   
convection zone convection zone chromospherechromosphere

�� Larger magnetic structures: large pores, sunspotsLarger magnetic structures: large pores, sunspots
((→→ R. Cameron)R. Cameron)

�� Formation of bipolar regions by flux emergence               Formation of bipolar regions by flux emergence               
((→→ M. M. CheungCheung))
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Thank you for your att...


